Case Study

Moulton College deploys Teradici PCoIP
Hardware Accelerator with Zero Clients
to deliver flawless video performance
while sharply decreasing the
management burden for its endpoints
“With the PCoIP Hardware Accelerator…video and 3D graphics were much
smoother, and users can watch near-full-screen video flawlessly.”
GILES BATCHELOR
NETWORK DEVELOPMENT & SERVICES MANAGER
MOULTON COLLEGE

AT A GLANCE
Situation

Further/higher education institution
llMoulton, Northamptonshire, UK
ll4,000 students
ll

Moulton College provides
comprehensive full- and part-time
courses to prepare students for a
wide range of professions or further
study. The college is an established
Centre of Excellence for Education
and Training for the Natural, Built,
and Recreational Environment.
Based in Northamptonshire, in the
UK, it covers some 485 hectares,
which supports farming, grazing,
and a number of entrepreneurial
businesses.

Challenges

Improve video and 3D graphics performance
llDeliver a reliable, consistent user experience
llSimplify desktop management to save time and reduce costs
llEnsure a consistent student and staff computing experience across
all sites
ll

Solution

Praim P9002 PCoIP Zero Clients
llTeradici PCoIP Hardware Accelerators for Dell PowerEdge Servers
(Model: APEX 2800 LP)
llVMware Horizon (with View)
®

ll

®

®

Results

User experience: flawless, near-full-screen video performance at all times
llGraphics capabilities: was able to activate 3D graphics in applications for
the first time with VMware Horizon (with View)
llGained significant benefits: delivered cost-effective student computing,
maximized server efficiency, and doubled hardware lifecycle while reducing
power consumption by half
llIT time savings: hours and days in deployment, configuration,
and upgrades
ll
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“Client management is almost zero once the profile is
set. It configures systems in just minutes after plugging
them in, and that’s all we have to do. We now can deploy
an entire room in two hours – and that includes unboxing
the machines.”

GILES BATCHELOR
NETWORK DEVELOPMENT & SERVICES MANAGER
MOULTON COLLEGE

The College’s goal is to deliver a consistent learning experience for students
across the main campus and all satellite campuses. In 2009, Moulton College
took the first step of expanding the campus learning resource center and
deploying virtual desktops. The goal was to create a learning environment that
would enable students to easily roam between locations while retaining access to
their applications and coursework.
llA

virtualized environment would simplify management of end-user devices
and desktops for the small IT team of four people. The ability to centralize data
storage and backup for high resiliency also drove the decision to move to a
virtualized environment.

llThe

initial deployment was based on 320 Oracle Sun Ray thin clients. However,
video performance was barely acceptable.

llTwo

years later, 20 staff needed new computers, and the IT team chose VMware
Horizon (with View) and PCoIP Zero Clients to deliver a secure, high-performance
virtual computing solution while reducing system and maintenance costs.

llBy

2015, student and staff use of video had dramatically increased, generating
performance concerns and complaints. The college’s network now supported
connections to 300 residence hall rooms, the Internet, and security access
systems.

The Moulton College IT team worked with Cutter, a professional IT services
firm and leading supplier of thin client, remote access, and virtualized desktop
computing solutions, to identify the best solution for its requirements.
After evaluating several different options, Moulton College chose Praim P9002
PCoIP Zero Clients, Teradici PCoIP Hardware Accelerator, and the Teradici PCoIP
Management Console.
“We chose the Praim Zero Clients because they deliver better video performance
and are highly cost-effective,” said Giles Batchelor, Network Development
& Services Manager at Moulton College. “They include the Teradici TERA2
processors, which immediately boosted performance. In addition, we chose
Teradici PCoIP Hardware Accelerator for Dell PowerEdge Servers to optimize
performance under high workloads and deliver a consistent user experience.”
The cards are deployed on eight machines, allowing server throughput to be
maximized on each core. Today, Batchelor has allocated 107 virtual machines
(VMs) per hypervisor, all running on two 12-core CPUs.
One PCoIP Hardware Accelerator is deployed on each server and allows
the offload of PCoIP encoding tasks from the busiest workloads. The PCoIP
Management Console provides simple, straightforward management capabilities
that accelerate deployments, changes, and upgrades. IT administrators can
quickly and easily provision new devices, review metrics, configure settings, and
update firmware from a single console.
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Products used
850 Praim P9002 PCoIP Zero Clients
Teradici® PCoIP® Hardware Accelerators
for Dell PowerEdge Servers
(Model: APEX2800 LP)
Teradici PCoIP Management Console
Virtualization platform
VMware Horizon® (with View)

Video and application performance improved significantly and immediately.
With the PCoIP Hardware Accelerator, the college was able to activate threedimensional capabilities in several of its critical applications. Being able to create
and interact with 3D imagery has significantly enhanced the learning experience
for students. “We played with turning the PCoIP Hardware Accelerator cards on
and off,” said Batchelor. “With the cards turned on, video and 3D graphics were
much smoother, and users can watch near-full-screen video flawlessly.”
The Praim Zero Clients and PCoIP Management Console also eliminated the need
for manual configuration and imaging. Because they are virtualized, desktops
“float”– giving students and staff access to applications wherever they need it.
Desktops are deployed consistently everywhere, so students have access to the
same applications and capabilities with the same performance. At night the
systems revert to a solid, known image. Using the PCoIP Management Console,
the IT team can also remotely turn off machines at night to reduce power
consumption.
“Client management is almost zero once the profile is set,” said Batchelor. “It
configures systems in just minutes after plugging them in, and that’s all we have
to do. We now can deploy an entire room in two hours – and that includes unboxing
the machines.”
Deployments and updates are a breeze. The IT team rolled out 700 clients in just
six weeks – something that would have been impossible with full desktop PCs. In
the past, deploying 50 desktop PCs would have taken days. Conversely, with zero
clients, it took an hour. Updates are even easier. Recently the IT team updated the
entire desktop infrastructure in the middle of the day and no one noticed. Power
savings are also significant. Batchelor estimates that each zero client desktop
has reduced power consumption by up to half, compared to full PCs, in addition to
power savings for servers because they are more efficient.
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“Our savings have come in the form of simpler manageability,” said Batchelor. “If
we didn’t have zero clients, we would be screaming for more staff because there
just wouldn’t be enough people to manage PC-based desktops. The zero clients
double our hardware lifecycle, because we don’t have to replace them every three
years. In addition, we have much greater confidence in security because there is
no data stored on local clients and remote access is secure and encrypted.”
“With PCoIP Hardware Accelerator, we are able to provide the user experience
required by our students and staff,” he said. “Without it, we wouldn’t be able
to move these workloads under VMware Horizon View, hence creating more
support burden and management complexity. The Teradici PCoIP Hardware
Accelerator also allows us to provide a consistent user experience needed for
the long-term success of this solution, as workloads become more and more
graphics‑intensive.”
As Batchelor points out, the best IT is that which no one notices. And at Moulton
College, he and his team have certainly achieved their computing goals with no
one noticing anything except exceptional performance.
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